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Abstract---Transfer pricing is crucial because every company certainly has a goal, namely to get profits through minimal expenses, perhaps reducing tax overpayments to become one of the most efficient and productive companies. To prove this hypothesis, this study has conducted a series of evidence through many special scientific publications that discuss transfer pricing of tax obligations and the accounting efficiency of corporate management. The data will certainly not be helpful and answer questions without first going through a comprehensive review process which is carried out, among others, through a phenomenological approach in which there is a critical coding and evaluation system so that we can obtain valid and detailed data to answer the last study question. Based on the data exposure supported by the evidence of field findings, we can conclude that this transfer pricing activity is indeed a part of accounting and taxation practices which allows transactions both internally within the company and with other partner companies, which of course operate in terms of 1 commitment in terms of goals and objectives. Ownership of the company and transfer pricing is also a mechanism for companies to achieve significant profits by reducing tax management rights and avoiding risk loss.
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Introduction

The trend of globalization is one of the essential issues in profitable business practices in modern times (Werhane et al., 2020). Because globalization allows many companies to operate in one place or country, companies can expand their existence by running and maintaining a competitive advantage wherever they start their business activities (Taylor, 2012). Businesses that want to continue to be profitable and sustainable will continue to develop ways to continue to make
profits both in one place and in new homes. This way, the business will continue to grow, and then tax contributions to the country to increase globally will continue (Holliday, 2010). It is recognized that the growth of securities companies rather than globalization continues to grow, which not only provides economic growth for companies but also becomes world economic growth because as it is understood that the average trade of small companies in each country certainly plays a vital role in their business activities and transactions with other countries (Filippov, 2010). The transfer pricing they do can increase the number and economic growth from one place to another; on the one hand, these methods will undoubtedly benefit both parties, both the state and the company, but when practices such as the transfer of pricing (Sikka & Willmott, 2010). All these motives and goals do not always bring prosperity to the country regarding income, but this is an unhealthy trend if practiced in company locations (Bierstaker et al., 2006).

Companies use the transfer pricing practice to determine transfer prices through transactions for goods, services, or other assets. Financial transactions carried out by this company include two models, namely fellow companies and also between companies (Filippov, 2010). One of the causes of transfer pricing is none other than if the company wants to avoid taxes, which is not allowed by state regulations. The country will get a minimal entry fee because of this action (Pratama, 2020). Instead of transfer pricing, it avoids tax obligations because this company solely aims to avoid taxes. Companies often manipulate transactions that are not following the provisions of taxpayers that have been understood by each company (Susanti & Firmansyah, 2018). Performing transfer pricing within a company is also one of the efforts made for the smooth or efficient management of marketing accounting in a company that can sometimes operate domestically or abroad for foreign companies (Begley, 1995; Alwi et al., 2021). The government in any country needs to understand how the abuse of activities carried out by transferrin racing is carried out so that the government can fully anticipate to uncover and reduce it to reduce the impact on a country’s economy (Zinn & Riedel, 2014). Because later there will be a country that can carry on economic life without getting taxes that come from companies and business activities that occur, it is clear that companies that carry out transfer pricing are part of avoiding taxpayers and with the aim of governance efficiency—marketing accounting (Färe & Grosskopf, 2004).

Ideally, if transfer pricing continues to occur with the motive of avoiding tax collectors, it must be recognized that the benefits of income from domestic businesses are an essential source found by the government to support a country (Sansing, 2014). So with the depletion of tax sources, it will be a severe challenge for several countries, both developed and developing countries because the rules among companies are countries that can take advantage of tax revenues so they will not suffer losses and other impacts from transfer pricing practices by companies (Lohse & Riedel, 2013). When viewed from the motives of transfer pricing carried out by a company, for example, this is nothing but related to aspects of industrial accounting systems and practices where transfer pricing is used to maximize company profits through price regulation of goods and services by fellow companies to other companies that have the same business line (Lin &
Maybe according to the state so that they can say transfer pricing is fantastic.

Moreover, how to try to minimize it. First, it must be understood that God transfer pricing is a corporate scheme whose purpose is to avoid tax obligations because the taxes are so significant; this means that the state is at a loss because it tends to lose sources of tax revenue, speaking in its context. If this happens, criminal sanctions will still apply to companies that try to practice transfer pricing (Lin & Chang, 2010). If it looks at the motive why this happened, it is none other than the existence of transactions of goods and services, automatically taxpayers will be tired of doing company internal work, so this can be minimized. There is a difference in tax rates between one company or the parent company with branch messages (Sundari & Susanti, 2016).

Field findings prove that many domestic companies carry out transfer pricing because they avoid issuing significant taxes (Tinh, 2021; Shafiq & Anwar, 2020). After all, material transactions are not carried out and tend not to take a compliance approach to taxpayers (Pun, 2017). Our observations are also that many variables are often used to defer taxes after the tax audit experience is carried out so that it affects the perception of transfer prices as a risk problem for many industries in managing their companies (Kustina et al., 2019). In this case, the author argues that the element of tax compliance is not optimal, so the state must take into account any data which states that the approach and transfer price, in theory, do require the government to reorganize the implementation of transfer prices—the system and the taxpayer handling system by each company (De Mooij & Liu, 2020). Thus, this study will examine the literature from various sources more fully, which can reveal how companies that carry out transfer prices are carried out to avoid tax risk, which is an error factor. Corporate accounting governance, in which we will then summarize all the data findings and variables that influence each other, then there we will present and at the same time discuss field findings into findings that answer the problem (De Loo et al., 2011).

Method

In this section, the author tries to describe the steps in completing this review article. First, the author determines the problem and the study’s title (Pathak et al., 2013). Next, search for many data from various book publication journals and website publications related to the title of this study (Umanailo et al., 2019). Further research efforts involve in-depth data analysis systems such as coding systems, high evaluations, and conclusions that answer questions relevant to the above questions and have updates (Heale & Twycross, 2015). In determining the reporting format, we returned to the review article writing system by trying a descriptive qualitative approach based on previous findings (Heale & Twycross, 2015). Next, we criticize whether the answers we provide are relevant to this study’s questions and hypotheses. The last step is writing a draw and conclusion that we get by following a review article review report (Noble & Smith, 2015).
Discussion

Motives of transfer pricing

Transfer prices are made for internal transactions between companies from groups of companies affiliated with each other. This happens in the industry. The decision-making effort by companies is usually the parent company, which is usually looking for profit, which means avoiding the risk of tax expenditure, which is usually a requirement of the accounting practice system of many companies in terms of marketing efficiency (Davies et al., 2018). On the other hand, the transfer pricing trend is aimed at providing added value for managers and company divisions and opening up many opportunities to achieve maximum profit, which also reduces costs. Companies in a region or country often carry out this tax by manipulating the prices of goods and services, including avoiding international taxes (Davies et al., 2018). This follows what is often used by the tax conventions of international economic cooperation and development organizations, where they often find transactions by companies that unfairly charge companies the same price. Calculate the prices regulated in the transfer pricing mechanism by economic cooperation and development organizations (Cristea & Nguyen, 2016). So it is not surprising that many companies in countries that intentionally do transfer pricing ignores tax compliance issues when doing transfer pricing.

On the other hand, many studies raise the risk of companies in setting transfer prices influenced by the attitude of industrialized countries in companies that are not compliant with applicable laws and taxes (Sansing, 2014). So in this case, this study emphasizes the significant role of the state in complying with transfer pricing taxes for each company so that its management can control it because those investigating this problem found that the advantages of tax-compliant transfer pricing must be offset by the disadvantages of loss of flexibility and motivation for governance corporate accounting management (Spencer & McNair, 2012). Another finding observes that many companies adjust the cost allocation system after implementing various tax compliance and transfer pricing. This situation is interesting because the perspective of risk management experienced by the company by implementing transfer pricing by avoiding tax obligations is a risk that needs to be considered by the company considering that different countries have different implementation systems, including transfer pricing and also prevent the risk of state losses on revenues (Rossing & Rohde, 2010).

Impact of transfer pricing on managerial accounting

The administrative bookkeeping system of a company, including transfer pricing, is usually carried out to overcome large expenditures, perhaps including tax costs incurred for fellow companies in the same parent company (Mura & Emmanuel, 2010) where they usually exchange human resources for other products and services that are similar to other companies. They need each other; this is done to ease the burden of spending to make a profit, which often occurs between companies in both one country and another (Muhammadi et al., 2016). It could be in the form of human labor, and it could be goods and other equipment needed to complete the work. They seek to transfer the impact of administrative
bookkeeping and implementation between divisional offices by encouraging alliteration and minimizing costs (Rossing & Rohde, 2010). Cost transfers can be controlled through a cost-based, market-based strategy, or they can be managed for savings purposes.

Today, transfer pricing will usually affect the flow of communication within the company; it can be contradictory, so transfer pricing and corporate management governance are closely related (Wittendorff, 2010) so that the existence of transfer pricing will undoubtedly provide convenience for corporate management, which is essential so that companies can save money and minimize tax expenditures, which is the work done by each internal company (Satande et al., 2016; Broadbent & Laughlin, 2009). Transfer pricing can also give strength to the managers of the company’s definition to be willing to sell their goods both inside and outside the company. They consider that transfer pricing is too low where the company’s definition will undoubtedly refuse to offer its goods to other divisions because of expanding the company’s profits. Finally, transfer pricing is essential in selling goods and services to fellow companies even though they are between companies (Basha & Satyasekhar, 2010).

Proper transfer pricing

The proper transfer pricing method requires a policy that determines the transfer price during transactions, both components of goods and services, or other transfers by the company (Cooper & Sommer, 2016). Therefore transfer pricing must be a solution so that profits can be maximized, and taxpayers can also justify the transfer pricing documents themselves. Transfer pricing is a decision of the company itself in conducting transactions with other companies. Therefore, this document must be deliberately made and harmonized with taxpayer documents when conducting transactions with parties who have good relations with the company to have a fair price determination (Smith, 2015). With this principle, the company can do this by considering, for example, how the analysis and comparison determine the comparison price, for example, determining the proper method to make the correct transfer price and is followed by the principle of fairness and how the company does it.

Furthermore, knowing how to determine the proper transfer price method in a transaction that simultaneously also requires taxes and has a good relationship and most importantly, every transfer pricing has documents and steps that determine the fair price (Readhead, 2016). So that in this case, the company benefits, as well as taxes for a country following the law, can be done well. In applying the most appropriate transfer pricing, the obligation must be strong. For example, what if the advantages and disadvantages of each method must be considered and then must adjust to the transfer pricing method both at the time of the transaction and in cassation with other companies. Reliable about transfers between parties who have a good relationship (Suryarini et al., 2020).

To apply the selected method and. With the right conditions in applying this price comparison method, it is a method that has good relations between companies, for example, in transferring pricing on the prices of goods and services and also with transactions that have identical characteristics with comparable conditions.
(Johanson & Mattsson, 2015). Alternatively, transactions made between parties who have a good relationship with the company and have accurate suitability and eliminate the influence of differences in conditions that arise following the price comparison method (Cazacu, 2017). Finally, there is also a need for a profit-sharing method from the transfer pricing method, which is a method that determines transaction-based transfer prices to be carried out by identifying profits or how inter-company transactions are divided by parties who have good relations with the company as well as they have to do with profit-sharing is typically only carried out in conditions such as transactions between the parties having a good relationship (Trienekens, 2011).

Then some goods can indeed be seen between the interacting parties and cause no difficulty in finding the correct price comparison data. All governance above the need for taxes can be carried out with the condition of applying the transaction net profit method; among others, one of the parties in the transaction which has a good relationship makes a unique contribution and is ready to provide tax rights following existing laws so that it is good companies and countries both benefit from each other and benefit from each other (Cristea & Nguyen, 2016).

**Transfer price impact**

Every company would want to reduce the risk of costs. Trading costs choose the costs and wages of the division itself as the executor (Hamamura, 2018). With the hope that it will reduce transaction costs that are too high, both the upstream division gets less profit, while the downstream division gets jobs and goods at a lower cost (Zhang et al., 2013). This harms assessing the introduction of the company's upstream and downstream divisions. In line with that, all upstream division parties value their works, services, and goods as if they were offering them to outside customers at very fair market prices (Martin & Vandekerckhove, 2013). If the head of the upstream division brings decisions to the table for work and goods to outside customers and trading costs are lower than market prices, the upstream division can step down to meet internal demand and keep an eye on the untouchables. While this can bring additional benefits, it can open up opportunities for a rather lengthy goal of growing the affiliate’s overall profit (Moro Visconti, 2013). Also, high trading costs can provide an exciting power for downstream divisions to oversee external suppliers, which may face the adverse impact of new breakpoints (Eden, 2012).

**Transfer pricing and corporate tax liability**

Transfer pricing has a significant influence in choosing the company's overall liability assessment commitment (Riedl & Tyran, 2005). For this situation, the downstream division of the organization is in expansion with a more significant level of valuation compared to the upstream division because there is the inspiration for the overall relationship to make trade costs as high as possible (Taylor et al., 2015). This results in a lower general fee bill for all affiliates. However, there is a limit to the number of relationships across the planet that can misjudge their labor and goods for internal management purposes (Anantadjaya et al., 2021). The large body of chaotic valuation laws in different countries limits
the ability to control moving costs (Grinenko et al., 2021). Underline. The conversion scale affects the appearance of two helpers executing each other. A too low value makes the upstream division not apply to the downstream division because it generates lower revenue. A too high value makes the downstream division not buy from the upstream because the cost is too high. Coming up at a reasonable cost helps two different organizations and enables the organization to achieve developmental benefits, enabling companies to effectively exploit large-duty measures in fulfilling taxpayers to the state (Fesenko et al., 2020).

**Manage taxes with transfer prices**

Transfer pricing is between seeking profit and helping to pay taxes (McGee, 2010). From the explanations above, we can say many things, for example, at the domestic and foreign company level, which relates to the transfer pricing process (Göx & Schiller, 2006). This is a very appropriate way to respond to the problems faced by taxpayers when it comes to companies working at the international level (Bhat, 2009). This often becomes possible where the parties always hope to carry out transfer pricing to support the tax evasion model. Being a transfer pricing process, this is an emotional issue where changes often occur from time to time, which is very pragmatic if many companies carry out transfer pricing to eliminate the tax trail. This is a dangerous thing for the state (Cecchini et al., 2013). So, in this case, the theoretical framework that we have described above provides a significant contribution to how each of the above studies can provide a broad range of benefits for companies and benefits for the state as a result of Infosys transfers carried out both legally and illegally.

To increase capacity, do not lose much, assuming that the company can complete the transferring process (Behrens et al., 2014). Of course, they will get prices and can avoid spending taxes, and these methods are unhealthy by the state and provide protection, and besides, they have to bear costs due to lack of income due to transfer pricing (Krtalic & Setic, 2013). So the essential thing is that the shift in value and taxable income is necessary for companies to overcome classic problems, which historically have been a matter that makes companies automatically have to do taxes, lay the basis for development results, which the government expects tax input from companies—operating in the territory of an independent country. By adhering to the tax obligations, companies that carry out transfer pricing should refer to policies in a country where the state protects companies, and companies also provide their income for strengthening the state so that this gives substance to the company’s ever noisy roots. It follows the principles determined by the economic and development principles (Citra and Harto, 2019).

In other words, the modern taxation system is indeed fairer, so the government is indeed able to ensure that private parties and companies can pay off their rights (Mazzucato, 2011). So that here describes new progress for the state with an approach with good ways to approach and appeal to taxpayers so that they are genuinely cooperative with tax obligations (Çizakça, 2011). Therefore, they are not a company that benefits from the transfer pricing policy while the country is at a disadvantage; this is undesirable in the era of the digital economy where all parties should offer opportunities to earn profits and continue paying taxes (Core,
Moreover, this is a company that needs protection and also good governance so that there is a development and progress to obtain a match between bureaucracy and corporate ethics that needs to be considered (Cools & Rossing, 2021). Every company that manages its company for profit and at the same time so that their company becomes sustainable and also has a positive impact on a country in terms of tax compliance so that accountants and company stability can continue to run (Arnold, 2009). Where companies’ money transfer infrastructure can do professional things, then taxes will be fulfilled, and companies will make ties and operational efficiency (Martono et al., 2020).

Conclusion

The final section of this study will conclude the essential points of the study entitled the relevance of transfer pricing and zinc complaints and the efficiency of accounting management in corporate marketing. We believe that this finding has fulfilled the elements of data quality and accountability were; with this report, we have conducted a series of electronic data searches that we focus on how to obtain dividends from field studies that can prove that there is a correlation between transfer pricing of tax obligations and efficiency. Within the company. Conclusion We are answered that there is a correlation or relevance between transfer pricing and tax liability and the efficiency of the company’s accounting management. Among other things, we explain the real motive of transferring praising by companies in operating their feelings to make a profit through practices that allow less expenditure but more profit. This is already the principle of every company regardless of practices that may not be compatible with laws and ethical policies by country, but this is a trend in corporate governance. In another section, we also explain how the impact of transfer pricing on the effectiveness of accounting and management, where every company certainly makes every choice they make with the consideration of effectiveness in terms of profit and sustainability.

Another time that we describe is, for example, how an excellent transfer pricing means giving benefits to the company and also providing benefits in the form of taxes to the state so that this company is indeed an effective company towards profit and also buys bags and is ethical in carrying out their duties and activities. The following points that we note include the impact of transfer pricing on costs and personal safety for companies to ensure that they have performed their obligations in terms of work and obligations. The next is transfer pricing, and compliance with taxes as We all know that for the sake of company efficiency and big profits, companies often ignore legal obligations and obey the regulations that apply, especially in terms of paying taxes. The next point is how tax governance and transfer pricing are correct, allowing the benefit of many parties, both from the company itself to employees and informants. Effectiveness is also to the managerial accountants of the company who do not ignore the rights and responsibilities so that this company has implemented ethics and corporate models that are sufficient for sticking rather than developing.
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